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From the village of Burg, a teenager named Alex sets out to become the fabled guardian of the
goddess Althena...the Dragonmaster. Along with his girlfriend Luna, and several friends they meet
along the journey, they soon discover that the happy world of Lunar is on the verge of Armageddon.
As Dragonmaster, Alex could save it. As a ruthless and powerful sorceror is about to play his hand,
will Alex and company succeed in their quest before all is lost? And is his girlfriend Luna involved in
these world shattering events? Play along and find out. Lunar: The Silver Star (1992) has to be the
greatest role playing game ever made. No other game can come close. I played this game on the
Sega CD back in 1995. I used to work in a video game store and I find this game in the back and I
was hooked. The story line is cool and all of the characters are likable and the game play is near
flawless. The game came out again in a modified version for the Playstation and GameBoy
Advanced. A few sequels followed but none of them could ever match the original awesomeness of
the first Lunar tale.

The late Working Designs software company should be commended for releasing this game for the
North American market. I love the translation of the game. If you enjoy role playing games, I suggest
you find a copy of Lunar: The SIlver Star.

Highest recommendation possible! Originally playing this game on the Sega CD system, I was aware
of the storyline, the characters, and the idea behind the beautiful musical world of Lunar. The PSX
version only enhances it to a level of interactive brilliance.

We are invited to dream with a few cute kids of adventuring off in far lands. Alex, Luna, Ramus, and
Nall (Alex's "flying cat.") set off on a mysterious journey to find their destinies call to them. But, the
young love between our hero Alex and wise, but fragile Luna becomes tested. Is Luna's destiny
somewhere adrift away beyond where Alex can go? Within a truly creative cutaway scene, Luna
sings of the emptiness she feels inside and of the doom that is soon to approach. The scene is
genius, recalling the quality of Disney storytelling.

With a cast of great characters, a very followable storyline, and the musical score being a treat unto
itself, the World of Lunar breathes with music, magic, and fun. a5c7b9f00b 
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